
 

Distress Tolerance Skills 
 

The following skills can help you manage out-of-control emotions until you can see a 
professional.  These skills are not a substitute for therapy or medical interventions. 
These skills were found in texts on Dialectical Behavioral Therapy as well as other 
interventions for anxiety and panic attacks. 

Self-Soothe w/your Senses 

Find a way to engage your five senses that is pleasurable.  This can help to diminish 
your negative emotions. 
 

Vision Go for a walk somewhere nice and enjoy the sights. 

Hearing Listen to your favorite music or the sounds of nature. 

Touch Take a warm bath or get a massage or pedicure. 

Taste Have a treat.  It doesn’t have to be a full meal. 

Smell Find some flowers or spray your favorite perfume or cologne. 
 

Distraction (A.C.C.E.P.T.S.) 
Negative emotions are like a wave, they come up, get intense and then diminish.  They 
will usually pass or lessen in intensity over time.  It can be helpful to distract yourself 
until the wave passes.  The acronym A.C.C.E.P.T.S. can help remind us of this. 
 

Activities Engage in an activity that requires concentration or thinking.  It could 
be a hobby, project, work, or school.  Intense bursts of exercise can 
be particularly helpful. 

Contributing Focus on something or someone other than yourself.  You can 
volunteer, help a friend, or do anything that contributes to a cause or 
person. 

Comparisons Find a situation worse than your own and compare your situation to 
it.  Remember a time from your past when you were in more pain or 
were going through something more difficult.  



 

Emotions Do something that will create the opposite emotion.  Feeling sad? 
Watch comedy.  Feeling nervous?  Listen to calming music. 

Pushing Away Do away with negative thoughts by imagining yourself pushing them 
out of your mind.  Or write them on a piece of paper and then 
crumble it up and throw it way.  Refuse to think about the situation 
until a better time. 

Thoughts When your emotions take over, try to focus on your thoughts.  Count 
to 10, recite a poem in your head, or read a book. 

Sensations. Find safe physical sensations to distract you from your negative 
emotions.  Wear a rubber band and snap it on your wrist.  Hold ice 
in your hand.  Or eat something sour.  If your emotions are 
overwhelming, try sticking your face in a bowl of ice cold water for 
20 seconds or as long as you can stand it - this can really help! 

 

Grounding Techniques 
Grounding techniques can be used when your emotions are so overwhelming that you are 
having difficulty functioning such as in a panic attack or flashback. 
 

● Press your feet firmly to the ground and remind yourself where you are. 
● Carry a soothing picture and look at it when you feel anxious. 
● Exercise.  Stretch.  Massage your muscles. 
● Concentrate on your breathing.  Take long breaths, in through your nose and out 

through your mouth.  
● Say the following:  “It was just a thought or memory. It’s over now. I am safe.”  Give 

yourself permission to not think about it right now 
● Remind yourself that no matter how small you feel, you are okay.  Picture yourself as 

safe, strong, and capable. 
● Go outside. Feel the air.  Use your senses to feel, see, hear, and smell what’s going on 

around you. 
● Write about what’s going on with you.  
● Color in a coloring book or doodle.  Focus on the feeling of coloring or drawing. 

 
 
 
 


